
WHY YOU SHOULD DO IT
This is an experimental project whose objective is the reduction of the
quantity of unseparated waste material and the introduction of a
more equal price, in order to help citizens to become more aware.
The test project concerns the collection of DRY WASTE:
in addition to the initial supply of ECUObags (calculated to be enough
for family needs and for which the TARI figure has already been
worked out), the user also pays depending on the number of extra
bags used.
The project already involves an increasing number of CEM Ambiente
Member Councils with ecologically significant results.
Become a more virtuous and aware citizen
You only pay depending on the “dry waste” that you produce.
The less dry waste you produce the more you safeguard the
environment and the place where you live.
Improve the percentage of separated waste in your city
Increase the economic resources for your community, thanks to the
savings obtained as a result of separating waste better.

ADVICE FOR GOOD PRACTICE
Reduce the volume of your unseparated waste as much as you can so as
to best fill the ECUObag.
When you go shopping think about the waste you will produce
Respect the area where you live. Don’t throw rubbish into public waste
bins, along the road or in green spaces.
Always think about what you are throwing away: check to see if you can
take it to another recycling depot.



HOW WHERE AND WHEN 
What is the ECUObag?
The ECUObag is the new semi-transparent traceable bag which must be used for the collection 
of dry waste
What should I put in the ECUObag?
“Dry ” waste. (You can find a list on the back of the CEM AMBIENTE calendar from your town).
Remember to put loose dry waste in the ECUObag without using other bags
Where are the ECUObags distributed?
At the collection points at the days and times indicated on the back of the CEM AMBIENTE
calendar from your town . Collecting the ECUObags is essential
How many ECUObags am I allowed?
The number of bags depends on the number of people in your family
What do I need to collect my ECUObags?
In order to collect your bags you have to go to one of the distribution points with your CRS/CNS 
or CEM Card
if I need other  ECUObags, where can I buy them and how much are they? 
You can buy them at the city’s Ecology Office using your CRS/CNS or CEM card at a cost of:
-€10 for a roll of 15  40 litre ECUObags
- €30 for a roll of 15  120 litre ECUObags
The cost of the bags will be included in the next bill. The price includes the cost of disposing of 
the waste material in the bag
Two examples:
Families with children under 3: already taken into account with the supply of bags
People with incontinence problems: integrated supply with self-certification
Can I use other bags  for the dry waste?
No, only ECUObags will be collected
and the old grey bags?
use them for Multipak disposal
Why is there a code printed on the ECUObags?
So that if necessary it is possible to trace the owner of a particular ECUObag
Why are some ECUObags red and others blue?
RED ECUObags are for domestic users
BLUE ECUObags are for  non-domestic users ( companies, shops, restaurants, bars etc) 
Any other questions?
call the CEM Ambiente Freefone number 800.342.266


